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Abstract Characterization of multimodal directional wave spectra is important for many offshore and
coastal applications, such as marine forecasting, coastal hazard assessment, and design of offshore wave
energy farms and coastal structures. However, the multivariate and multiscale nature of wave climate
variability makes this complex problem tractable using computationally expensive numerical models. So far,
the skill of statistical-downscaling model-based parametric (unimodal) wave conditions is limited in large
ocean basins such as the Pacific. The recent availability of long-term directional spectral data from buoys
and wave hindcast models allows for development of stochastic models that include multimodal sea-state
parameters. This work introduces a statistical downscaling framework based on weather types to predict
multimodal wave spectra (e.g., significant wave height, mean wave period, and mean wave direction from
different storm systems, including sea and swells) from large-scale atmospheric pressure fields. For each
weather type, variables of interest are modeled using the categorical distribution for the sea-state type, the
Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) distribution for wave height and wave period, a multivariate Gaussian
copula for the interdependence between variables, and a Markov chain model for the chronology of
daily weather types. We apply the model to the southern California coast, where local seas and swells
from both the Northern and Southern Hemispheres contribute to the multimodal wave spectrum.
This work allows attribution of particular extreme multimodal wave events to specific atmospheric
conditions, expanding knowledge of time-dependent, climate-driven offshore and coastal sea-state
conditions that have a significant influence on local nearshore processes, coastal morphology, and flood
hazards.

1. Introduction

Directional wave spectra are usually summarized in terms of simple aggregated parameters, such as signifi-
cant wave height (Hs), peak wave period (Tp), and mean wave direction (D). However, this simplification
lacks a description of multimodal sea states with short-period seas and long-period swell originating from
multiple storm systems [Boukhanovsky and Guedes Soares, 2009], all of which are needed to accurately mod-
el local nearshore processes [Garc�ıa-Medina et al., 2013], coastal morphology, and flood hazards. Accurate
modeling of multimodal sea states is also relevant for analyzing wave energy resources, computing wave
loads on offshore structures, and estimating the probability of rogue waves [Trulsen et al., 2015]. Mixed sea
states (with both sea and swell present) are very common on coastlines that are distant from swell-
generation regions [Semedo et al., 2011]. For example, Crosby et al. [2016] pointed out that 50% of the sea
states in southern California are bimodal.

Long-term (301 years) buoy records and wave hindcast models [Rascle and Ardhuin, 2013] have greatly
improved our knowledge of multimodal directional spectra and thus our ability to generate synthetic, prob-
abilistic forecasts. Viable statistical forecasting methods must treat (1) the multivariate nature of the sea
state, (2) the chronology of the sea states at different temporal scales (daily, monthly, interannual, interdeca-
dal, and climate-change time scales), and (3) extreme sea states.
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Recent work addressing statistical wave forecasting has focused on parameterizing partitions of long-term
directional spectra [Boukhanovsky and Guedes Soares, 2009], reproducing the short-term chronology of
directional spectra types based on transition probabilities [Boukhanovsky et al., 2007; Lucas et al., 2011], and
analyzing variability of wave spectra based on weather types [Espejo et al., 2014].

Extreme sea states vary seasonally, interannually, and on longer time scales potentially related to climate
change [Milly et al., 2008]. Several extreme value models have been developed recently to deal with nonsta-
tionarity [Katz et al., 2002; Mendez et al., 2006; Serafin and Ruggiero, 2014]. Long-term projections of sea
states are required for many offshore and coastal applications [Solari and Losada, 2011] or probabilistic esti-
mation of wave-induced coastal erosion [Walstra et al., 2013; Callaghan et al., 2008, 2013; Corbella and
Stretch, 2012; Antolinez et al., 2016].

Classification of atmospheric conditions into a number of representative weather types (WT) is a technique
widely used by climatologists [Huth, 2001], providing a framework to assess seasonal-to-interannual variabil-
ity [Guanche et al., 2013]. Statistical downscaling methods based on WTs are flexible frameworks that can
explore climate variability of many physical processes at different time scales. These methods have been
recently applied in Camus et al. [2014b] and B�ardossy et al. [2015] for the empirical distribution of sea-state
parameters, in Espejo et al. [2014] for directional wave spectra, in Rueda et al. [2016a] for an extreme value
model of daily significant wave height maxima, and in Guanche et al. [2013] for modeling the chronology of
weather types.

The integration of (i) weather-types classification, (ii) chronology of weather types, (iii) multimodal direction-
al spectra, and (iv) the joint distribution of multivariate extremes requires a novel framework composed of
many recently developed methodologies. In this paper, we propose a weather-type-based framework
[Camus et al., 2014b; Rueda et al., 2016b] to model daily multivariate events of sea and swell systems, each
represented by Hs , Tp, and D, using Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) marginal distributions for Hs and Tp

and the empirical distribution for D. Multivariate Gaussian copulas [Nelsen, 2006; Salvadori et al., 2007] are
used to capture the correlation between variables. The statistical dependence between consecutive days is
addressed by defining a climate-based extremal index for each weather type [Rueda et al., 2016a]. The chro-
nology of multivariate sea states is modeled by a time-dependent Markov chain model for daily weather
types.

The paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes the overall framework and methodology, section 3
details the preprocessing of the spectral data of the model applied to the case study, section 4 describes
the statistical model for the predictor, section 5 describes the statistical model for the predictand, and sec-
tion 6 demonstrates the results of the stochastic simulation. Application of the framework to the southern
California coast is presented throughout sections 3–6 to facilitate comprehension of the approach. Finally,
section 7 summarizes and concludes the work.

2. Overview of the Methodology

The goal of this work is to develop a time-dependent emulator based on a nonlinear statistical downscaling
method that relates a local multivariate predictand (daily multimodal directional wave spectra) with a multi-
variate predictor (daily representative patterns of sea level pressure). The statistical downscaling method
employed is based on clustering the atmospheric forcing into a number of representative daily patterns,
namely weather types (WT) and analyzing their associated daily wave conditions. Cluster analysis (i.e., WTs)
yields better fits of the statistical distributions of the predictand and increases the correlation between
interdependent variables (e.g., Hs and Tp). This framework is conceived to model the intramonthly, seasonal,
and interannual variability of wave conditions considering the chronology of the daily weather types based
on a time-dependent categorical distribution [Guanche et al., 2013]. The methodology (Figure 1) is based on
a number of steps grouped into four main modules: (A) parameterization of spectral data, (B) statistical
model for the predictor, (C) statistical model for the predictand, and (D) climate-based stochastic simulation
of synthetic time series of the multivariate predictand. In relation to previous works [Perez et al., 2014;
Camus et al., 2014a,2014b; Rueda et al., 2016a,2016b], the primary new contributions of this work are
highlighted in Figure 1 in grey boxes. The substeps of the methodology are listed below:

A1. Define areas of wave generation using ESTELA [Perez et al., 2014].
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A2. Obtain sea and swell partitions of the directional wave spectra.
A3. Identify the different areas of sea and swell generation based on ESTELA and the partitions.
B1. Construct the daily predictor, i.e., principal components of the daily sea level pressure (SLP) fields in the

areas of sea and swell generation [Perez et al., 2014; Camus et al., 2014a] taking into account the area
between daily isochrones, meaning areas between the same daily wave travel time to the target area
[Hegermiller et al., 2017].

B2. Define daily weather types from synoptic SLP patterns [Camus et al., 2014b].
B3. Develop a chronology model for the sequencing of daily weather types using a time-dependent Markov

chain.
C1. Obtain the categorical distribution of sea-state types (e.g., unimodal, bimodal, or multimodal wave con-

ditions) for each weather type.
C2. Fit the marginal distributions of the daily sea-state parameters (Hs, Tp, and D) of the sea and swell sys-

tems for each weather type [Rueda et al., 2016a].
C3. Model the dependence between predictand variables for each weather type using a multivariate Gauss-

ian copula function [Rueda et al., 2016b].
D1. Generate synthetic, long-term time series (possible realizations of climate) of daily weather types con-

sidering daily, monthly, and annual variability.
D2. Generate synthetic multivariate sea-state parameters (Hs, Tp, and D) considering the occurrence proba-

bility of the sea-state types and its dependence structure associated with each weather type.

3. Parameterization of Spectral Data

3.1. Finding the Large-Scale Swell-Generation Regions
We first identify the source regions and travel time of wave energy reaching the target area using ESTELA
(Evaluating the Source and Travel-time of the wave Energy reaching a Local Area) method [Perez et al.,
2014]. ESTELA maps wave-generation areas that contribute to the wave conditions at a point of interest,
based on a geographical criteria and information about two-dimensional wave spectra. In Figure 2a, apply-
ing ESTELA to a point located offshore of southern California reveals two important regions: a region cover-
ing the North Pacific from 308N to 608N driving swells in the sector 2408–3608, and a region in the
southwest Pacific near Australia and New Zealand driving swells in the sector 1508–2408. This rough seg-
mentation into two large-scale swell-generation regions will be used to identify the different wave systems
at the target location.
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C. Statistical Model for the PredictandB. Statistical Model for the Predictor
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D1. Emulator of Daily WTs D2. Emulator of multimodal sea state parametersator ator

Figure 1. Flowchart of the methodology to obtain a multivariate climate-based emulator for multipeaked spectra.
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3.2. Partitioning the Directional Wave Spectra
We assume that the directional wave spectra, Sðf ; hÞ, is composed of N 1 1 wave systems, in the form:

Sðf ; hÞ5
XN

i50

Siðf ; hÞ

where the index value i 5 0 is associated with local wind waves (SEA), N is the number of swell systems, f is

the frequency, and h is the direction. Recall that the total wave energy is given by
Ðp=2

2p=2

Ð1
0

Sðf ; hÞ df dh5m0,

and, for example, the significant wave height is given by Hs54
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
m0
p

[U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 2002].
However, this aggregated representation is inaccurate for multimodal spectra, motivating our intention to
partition the spectrum.

The ideal number of swell systems is estimated using partition algorithms [e.g., Vincent and Soille, 1991;
Hanson and Phillips, 2001] or numerical optimization [Boukhanovsky and Guedes Soares, 2009]. Here we
select two swell partitions and one sea partition from an hourly wave hindcast from 1979 to 2013 [Perez
et al., 2015] at location 338N, 1208W offshore of southern California, generated by a global WaveWatch III
model (version 4.18) [Tolman, 2014] with 0.58 horizontal resolution. The model setup is based on a multigrid

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 2. (a) ESTELA map [Perez et al., 2014] applied to a target point in southern California; (b) sketch of three wave systems approaching to southern California; (c) scatterplots of the
nine variables (Hs, Tp, and D for SEA, NH, and SH components). Color represents unimodal sea states (yellow, cyan, and magenta), bimodal sea states (red, green, and blue) and trimodal
sea states (black). Scales: H [0, 11 m], T [0, 25 s], D[0, 3608].
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system and was forced with hourly wind and ice coverage from the Climate Forecast System Reanalysis
(CFSR; 30 km spatial resolution approximately). Validation against buoys and altimeter data (not shown)
demonstrated good agreement between this hindcast and observations [Perez et al., 2015].

3.3. Identifying the Dominant Wave Systems
After identifying the regions of swell generation with ESTELA and partitioning the directional wave
spectrum at our target location offshore of southern California, we relate the physical process of wave
generation to the resulting wave systems [Hanson and Phillips, 2001]. Here we have applied a spatial
criterion, splitting the directional wave spectrum into two large-scale generation regions, namely, the
Northern Hemisphere ocean ‘‘paddle’’ and the Southern Hemisphere ocean ‘‘paddle.’’ Therefore, we
focus on one wind sea (SEA) and two swell partitions generated in the Northern (NH) and Southern
(SH) Hemispheres,

Sðf ; hÞ5SSEAðf ; hÞ1SNHðf ; hÞ1SSHðf ; hÞ

Based on ESTELA model results (section 3.2), SNHðf ; hÞ and SSHðf ; hÞ are calculated by aggregating all of the
wave systems within the sectors 240� � D � 360� and 140� � D � 240� , respectively, where D is the mean
direction of each wave system (see sketch of Figure 2b). For southern California, partitioning the wave spec-
trum according to wave direction alone is sufficient. However, other locations of interest might require a
more sophisticated partitioning of the wave spectrum, for example, using both wave direction and
frequency.

The directional spectrum is partitioned into three components where i 5 0 represents local wind seas
(denoted by SEA), i 5 1 represents Northern Hemisphere swells (denoted by NH), and i 5 2 represents
Southern Hemisphere swells (denoted by SH). A spectrum partition is parameterized as Siðf ; hÞ5
Sðf ; Hi

sT i
p;r

i
f ÞDðf ; h; Di;ri

hÞ, where Sðf Þ is the frequency spectrum with significant wave height, Hi
s , peak peri-

od, T i
p, and shape coefficient, ri

f (e.g., JONSWAP) and Dðf ; hÞ is the directional spreading distribution where

Di is the mean direction and ri
h is the directional spreading coefficient (cosine type distribution). As an

example, the wave system from the Northern Hemisphere is defined as ðHNH
s ; T NH

p ;DNH; rNH
f ;rNH

h Þ. Without

loss of generality, we will restrict our analysis to three variables (Hs, Tp, and D) for each wave system (Figure
2b). Therefore, our application to southern California considering one wind sea and two swells becomes a

9-D multivariate problem (HSEA
s ; T SEA

p ;DSEA;HNH
s ; T NH

p ;DNH;HSH
s ; T SH

p ;DSHÞ. In our application, the 9-D predic-

tand is selected at a daily scale from the hourly records that produce the daily maximum of wave runup, cal-
culated as Z 5 0.043Hs0.5�L0 using the empirical formulation of Stockdon et al. [2006] for wave runup on

dissipative beaches, where Hs and L0 are the bulk wave parameters (e.g., Hs5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPN
i50 H2

si

q
). Figure 2c shows

the scatterplot of the 9-D space of the WaveWatch III hindcast data at the southern California location. Col-
ored dots (see Figure 2, left) represent unimodal sea states (yellow for SEA, cyan for NH, and magenta the
SH), bimodal sea states (green for NH 1 SEA, blue for NH 1 SH, and red for SEA 1 SH), and trimodal sea
states (black for SEA 1 NH 1 SH).

4. Statistical Model for the Predictor

4.1. Building the Predictor
SLP fields from the global Climate Forecast System Reanalysis h(CFSR) [Saha, 2010] define the predictor of
the statistical downscaling model. The CFSR hindcast spans from 1979 to 2009 with hourly temporal resolu-
tion and 0.58 spatial resolution.

Based on previous work [Camus et al., 2014a; Perez et al., 2015; Rueda et al., 2016a], the daily predictor is
defined as the SLP and squared SLP gradient (SLPG) fields, representing the geostrophic wind conditions
over a spatial domain that covers the corresponding wave-generation area (given by ESTELA). However,
other predictors such as geopotential height [B�ardossy et al., 2015] or SLP and winds [Mart�ınez-Asensio et al.,
2016] could be used. In contrast to Camus et al. [2014a], instead of using the averaged n days SLP and SLPG
fields, we build a predictor Pt considering isochrones which are defined as the averaged temporal lags of
the energy arriving to the target area:
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Pt5f. . . ; SLPt2i11;Xi ; SLPGt2i11;Xi . . .g for i51; . . . ; p

where Xi represents the spatial domain between the daily isochrones i 2 1 and i, and p is the number of
days of the last isochrone predicted by ESTELA (21 days in the current application), which represents the
longest possible wave propagation time from generation until arrival at the target location. We apply princi-
pal component (PC) analysis to the spatial-temporal field Pt to reduce the high dimensionality of the predic-
tor while retaining 95% of the variance.

Following Cannon [2012] and Camus et al. [2016], a regression-guided (RG) k-means classification with
nDWT 5 36 daily weather types (DWT) is applied to the daily PCs of the predictor and the daily bulk wave
parameters (Hs, Tp, and D) used to select the multivariate predictand (9-D sea state). The RG classification
varies according to a parameter a that controls the weight of the predictor (by a factor 1 2 a) and the pre-
dictand, explained by a multivariate linear regression model, (by a factor aÞ on the classification. In large
ocean basins, such as the Pacific, where the wave climate at a particular point is the combination of distant
swells and local seas, the application of a regression-guided classification significantly improves the statisti-
cal downscaling performance. It helps to detect weather types with a stronger influence on the local wave
conditions. In the current application, we obtain an optimal factor of a 5 0.2, meaning that a regression of
the predictand is being introduced on the classification with 20% of the weight. This step increases the
homogeneity of the multivariate predictand within each WT and therefore, improves the statistical down-
scaling performance. Figure 3 shows the DWT classification, as well as the seasonal occurrence probability.
The WTs shown on Figure 3 are organized in a bidimensional lattice, where similar patterns are located
together. Each daily weather type (DWTi) represents the mean synoptic circulation conditions in each clus-
ter of the regression-guided classification. The probability of each cluster (pi) is calculated from the number
of SLP fields belonging to each cluster in a particular season. A climate-based extremal index for each
weather type [Rueda et al., 2016a] accounts for the statistical dependence between consecutive days.

As seen in Figure 3, boreal winter (DJF) and summer (JJA) patterns appear on the left and right sides of the
lattice, respectively. For example, note that DWT2 and DWT6 depict the largest low-pressure systems, driv-
ing strong, swell-generating westerlies directed at the target area.

4.2. Chronology Model
The chronology of DWTs drives the time dependence of the current model. To simulate the time depen-
dence of the natural system, the chronology model must capture (1) the historical probability of occurrence
of the different daily weather types, (2) the transition probabilities, (3) the persistence, and (4) the seasonal-
to-interannual variability. To address items (1), (2), and (3), a stationary Markov model is sufficient, however,
item (4) requires nonstationary approaches such as logit regression models for seasonal [Jordan and Talkner,
2000] and interannual variability [Guanche et al., 2013]. In the current model, interannual variability is intro-
duced by linear covariates representing well-known climate indices (e.g., PNA and SOI) or tailor-made
monthly indices [Camus et al., 2014a]. Here the monthly covariates are represented by a collection of
monthly weather types MWTi; fi51; . . . ; nMWTg based on the PCs of SLP and SLPG at a monthly scale follow-
ing Camus et al. [2014b]. We applied the classification algorithm to different numbers of monthly weather
types, nMWT , ranging from 12 to 36, analyzed the monthly and daily persistence and variability (see section
6.1), and finally selected nMWT 5 16 as the optimal value. Figure 4a shows the monthly patterns and season-
al occurrence probabilities (bottom plot). In this case, winter (DJF) conditions appear in the top plots of the
lattice whereas summer (JJA) conditions appear in the bottom plots. Additionally, we obtain a probabilistic
relationship between the daily and monthly predictors by obtaining the occurrence probabilities of the
DWTs projected into the MWT lattice (see Figure 4b). Finally, stationary Markov models for each MWT
are obtained. The chronology model is composed of two contemporaneous time processes: (1) the
monthly scale, Xm

s 2 fMWT1; . . . ;MWTnMWTg, where s represents each month, and (2) the daily scale,
Xd

t 2 fDWT1; . . . ;DWTnDWT g, where t represents each day. In short, the transition probability matrix pijk mod-
els the transition from DWTi to DWTj during MTWk (Figure 4c).

pijk5Pr ðXd
t115DWTj jXd

t 5DWTi ; Xm
s 5MWTkÞ

For clarification, the transition probability matrix, pijk , for MWT9 (k 5 9) is shown in Figure 4d. Note that,
because MWT9 corresponds with a winter pattern, only certain DWTs can occur. For example, the most
common daily weather types associated with MWT9 are DWT3 and DWT10 (as shown in Figure 4b). The
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diagonal dominance of the transition probability matrices, shown in Figures 4c and 4d, indicates that the
most common behavior is to remain in the same DWT for a few days.

In this work, the sequencing of MWTs is based on the historical realization of the climate during the period
1979–2009. The stochastic modeling of the chronology of MWTs, although possible, is beyond the scope of
the current work.

5. Statistical Model for the Predictand

The statistical downscaling model expresses the probabilistic relationship between the daily weather types
and the daily multimodal spectra. In section 3, we partitioned the multimodal directional spectra into one
wind sea and two swell components for the target area. The different partitions (SEA, NH, and SH) can be
considered present (1) or not (0), producing 2358 possible combinations. Consequently, a sea state is con-
sidered as a mixed random variable: (i) the sea-state type (unimodal or multimodal) is modeled as a discrete
random variable, and (ii) the magnitude of wave height, wave period, and wave direction for each mode is
modeled as a continuous multivariate random variable (i.e., a scalar variable for Hs and Tp, and a circular var-
iable for D).

Figure 3. The regression-guided weather-types (WT) classification represented by SLP fields (hPa) corresponding to the predictor-to-
predictand classification obtained for a factor a 5 0.2. The seasonal occurrence probability (pi, in blue scale) is shown in the bottom plot.
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5.1. Categorical Distribution of Sea-State Type
The sea-state type is represented as a random variable I, which is a sequence of three Bernouilli trials,

ISEA5BernoulliðpSEAÞ

ISEA5BernoulliðpNHÞ

ISEA5BernoulliðpSHÞ

9>>=
>>;

5I5fISEA; INH; ISHg

where the sample space is composed of eight triples, S5 000; 100; 010; 001; 110; 101; 011; 111f g, although
the event 000 (no waves) is highly uncommon, if not impossible. Figure 2c depicts the sample space S
following a CMYK color code, S 5 {white, yellow, cyan, magenta, green, red, blue, black}. Removing event
000, the random variable I follows a categorical distribution with seven possible outcomes,
I � p100; p010; p001; p110; p101; p011; p111f gjDWTið Þ; i51; . . . ; nDWTf g, and

X
pi51. In our statistical down-

scaling framework, I is conditioned to each daily weather type. Figure 5 shows the occurrence probabilities
of the categorical distribution for each DWT. Unimodal sea states are represented by dots in the top corner
(p010, NH), bottom corner (p001, SH), and right corner (p100, SEA). Bimodal sea states are represented by dots
in the top edge (p110, NH 1 SEA), bottom edge (p101, SH 1 SEA) and left edge (p011, SH 1 NH). Trimodal sea
states (p111, SEA 1 NH 1 SH) are represented by the dot in the center of each triangle. Note that the contri-
bution of each particular sea-state type strongly depends on the DWTs, reinforcing the validity of the

Figure 4. (a) Monthly weather types, MWT, and seasonal occurrence probability; (b) occurrence probability of DWTs projected into the MWT lattice; (c) transition probability matrices of
DWTs projected into the MWT lattice; (d) zoom of the transition probability matrix for MWT9.
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weather type framework to physically interpret and associate a large-scale synoptic weather pattern with a
local wave predictand. As an example, the most common sea-state types are the bimodal NH 1 SH in the
boreal winter (in 10 DWTs) and the bimodal SH 1 SEA in the austral winter (in 20 DWTs).

5.2. Marginal Distribution of Sea-State Parameters
The multivariate random variable is defined by the joint distribution of significant wave height, peak wave
period, and mean wave direction for the unimodal {100,010,001}, bimodal {110,101,011}, or trimodal {111}
sea-state types. The strategy for modeling the joint distribution is: (a) obtain marginal distributions (General-
ized Extreme Value distributions for Hs and Tp [Rueda et al., 2016a,2016b] and an empirical distribution for
D, although the methodology is not limited to these distributions); (b) transform each marginal into a Nor-
mal distribution N(0,1) to account for the dependence between the variables; and (c) apply a multivariate
copula. For example, sea-state type I 5 {0,1,0}, a swell from NH, is a multivariate random variable with three

components HNH
s ; T NH

p ;DNH
n o

. In this particular case, HNH
s follows GEV lNH

H ;wNH
H ; nNH

H jDWTi
� �

, T NH
p follows

GEV lNH
T ;wNH

T ; nNH
T jDWTi

� �
, and DNH follows an empirical distribution for each DWTi . In the GEV distribution, m

is the location parameter, w is the scale parameter and n is the shape parameter [Coles et al., 2001]. As a sec-
ond example, a bimodal sea state, composed of sea and SH swell, I 5 {1,0,1}, has components

HSEA
S ; T SEA

p ;DSEA;HSH
S ; T SH

p ;DSH
n o

, where Hs, Tp, and D follow the same distributions as above for each wave

system and for each DWTi . In this particular case, T SEA
p also follows an empirical distribution for each DWTi ,

due to its improper fit to a GEV distribution.

Figures 6a–6c show the empirical and fitted probability density function for the marginal distributions of
Hs, Tp, and D, respectively, for SEA (yellow), NH (cyan), and SH (magenta) wave systems. We can identify

Figure 5. Occurrence probability of sea-state types (combination of wave systems) conditioned to each DWT. Unimodal sea states are represented by dots in the top corner (NH), bottom
corner (SH), and right corner (SEA). Bimodal sea states are represented by dots in the top edge (NH 1 SEA), bottom edge (SH 1 SEA), and left edge (SH 1 NH). Trimodal sea states
(SEA 1 NH 1 SH) are represented by the dot in the center of each triangle.
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specific synoptic weather patterns such as low-pressure systems centered over the Northern Hemisphere
(DWT6 in Figure 3) that produce the large NH swells (Figure 6a) in the target area. Large SEA compo-
nents (Figure 6a) are associated with high-pressure systems centered over California (DWT7, DWT16,
DWT20, or DWT22 in Figure 3). On the other hand, SH swells are more energetic in the DWTs that are
active in the austral winter (DWT25 and DWT26). Figure 6c depicts differences in the marginal distribu-
tions of wave direction D associated with the position of the low- and high-pressure systems (NH swells
range from NW to WNW, SH swells range from SSW to SW, and SEA waves coming predominantly from
the WNW with larger variability). The variation in the intensity of each variable according to the daily
weather types reflects the importance of modeling multivariate wave climate according to large-scale
atmospheric predictors.

Figure 6. (a) Marginal empirical and fitted distributions for Hs, scale [0,11 m]; (b) marginal empirical and fitted distribution for Tp, scale
[0,25 s]; (c) empirical distribution for D, scale [0,3608]. SEA in yellow, NH in cyan, and SH in magenta.
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5.3. Multivariate Gaussian Copulas
The marginal distributions for Hs, Tp, and D are transformed into a normal distribution, N(0,1), and the statis-
tical dependence structure is modeled by a multivariate Gaussian copula, MVN 0;

P
ð Þ [Ben Alaya et al.,

Figure 7. Graphical matrices of correlation coefficients qab of Hs and Tp for the SEA, NH, and SH components. Color scale is defined among 21 (blue) for negative correlation, 0 (white)
for no correlation, and 1 (pink) for positive correlation.

Figure 8. Sketch of the multiscale emulator of multipeak spectra in southern California, considering three wave systems, a local wind sea
(SEA), and two swells (from Northern Hemisphere, NH, and from Southern Hemisphere, SH). Color represents unimodal sea states (yellow,
cyan, and magenta), bimodal sea states (red, green, and blue), and trimodal sea states (black). The climate emulator works at multiple
scales for the predictors (I: realization of 35 year climates; II: monthly weather types; III: daily weather types) and for the predictand (IV: sea-
state type; V: sea-state parameters).
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2014]. For example, sea-state type I 5 {0,1,0} has three components HNH
S ; T NH

p ;DNH
n o

and a correlation

matrix given by

X
5

1 qHNH
s T NH

p
qHNH

s DNH

qHNH
s T NH

p
1 qT NH

p DNH

qHNH
s DNH qT NH

p DNH 1

0
BB@

1
CCA

where qab is the correlation coefficient between variables a and b.

Grouping the predictand variables into daily weather types, MVN 0;
P
jDWTið Þ, satisfies the requirement

that the marginals of a Gaussian copula must be identically distributed. Variables describing multimodal
spectra are often strongly correlated to each other and to the weather pattern leading to their generation.
Figure 7 shows the correlation coefficients between Hs and Tp for the trimodal case I 5 {1,1,1}. In Figure 7,
strong positive and negative correlations are depicted with pink and blue lines, respectively. As expected,
we observe large positive correlations between Hs and Tp for SEA for all daily weather types as evidenced
by the common occurrence of the pink lines. In general, positive correlations exist for many of the DWTs;
although each pattern presents particularities. Overall, the occurrence of large correlations for most sea
states reinforces the advantage of splitting up the multivariate data into families (DWTs) representing
homogeneous atmospheric forcing conditions.

6. Climate-Based Stochastic Simulation

Figure 8 shows a schematic representation of the multiscale emulator applied to the three wave modes
(SEA, NH, and SH) at the target area offshore of southern California. The emulator works over multiple time
scales for the predictor and the predictand, as explained below.

6.1. Simulation of the Predictor
We perform (i) NC realizations of a climate (each of length TC 5 31 years representing the period 1979–
2009); (ii) simulation of ns5Nc3Tc312 monthly weather types, Xm

s ; s51; . . . ; nsf g; (iii) simulation of nt5Nc3Tc

3365 daily weather types, DWTs, conditioned to the MWT, Xd
t ; t51; . . . ; ntf g. The first DWT, Xd

1 , is generat-
ed randomly and conditioned to the first MWT, Xm

1 . We perform NC532 realizations of the climate over the
period 1979–2009 to validate the Monte Carlo simulation of the predictor. Figure 9 compares the current
model to the original occurrence probabilities of DWTs (Figure 9a), transition probability matrix between
DWT (Figure 9b), and persistence analysis of DWT (Figure 9c), i.e., the cumulative distribution function (CDF)
of the number of consecutive days in a particular DWT. In all the cases, the modeled results (occurrence
probabilities and transition matrix) are close to the diagonal, which represents a perfect fit, and the average
empirical and simulated CDFs show good agreement. In Figure 9b, the points with probabilities in the range
0.6–0.75 are those representing the probability of staying in the same group. These results confirm the

Figure 9. (a) Scatterplot of the empirical occurrence probabilities associated with the WTs versus Monte Carlo simulation results; (b) scat-
terplot of the empirical transition probabilities between WTs versus Monte Carlo simulation results; (c) empirical cumulative distribution
for the persistence for the 36 WTs related to: (1) historical data and (2) sampled data using Monte Carlo method; horizontal axis [0 10]
days, vertical axis, CDF [0,1]; black line represents empirical distribution and red the simulated one.
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capability of the model to reproduce synthetic sequences of DWTs in terms of occurrence probability, tran-
sition between DWTs, and persistence in each DWT.

6.2. Simulation of the Predictand
Once a long synthetic time series of the daily predictor has been constructed, we perform simulations of
the sea-state type, It, and sea-state parameters Hs, Tp, and D for the SEA, (yellow), NH (cyan), and SH (magenta)
based on the marginal fits and the Gaussian copula associated to each DWT. Figure 10 shows the scatterplots
associated with a Monte Carlo simulation with NC 5 32 realizations of a climate of TC531 years, obtaining
362,080 daily events. A visual inspection of the scatterplots reveals that the simulated values follow the
magnitude and dependence structure quite well.

We have also performed 100 simulations with 10 years of the historical SLP data (2000–2009) in order to
compare the historical and simulated histograms of the nine variables of interest (Hs , Tp, and D for SEA, NH,
and SH). The results for this validation period, (shown in Figure 11a), demonstrate good agreement between
the historical and modeled sea states. We also analyze the ability of the model to reproduce the chronology
of the most common sea states [(p101, SH 1 SEA), (p011, SH 1 NH), and (p111, SEA 1 NH 1 SH)] compared to
the historical occurrence probabilities (Figures 11b and 5). In Figure 11b, the grey intervals represent the
95% confident intervals of the simulated occurrence probabilities, and the colored lines represent the his-
torical occurrence probabilities. This analysis demonstrates that the emulator is able to reproduce the non-
stationarity of the wave system while accounting for its inherent (intra-monthly) variability.

As it has been shown, a benefit of the proposed model is its ability to capture the nonstationary behavior of
climate by accounting for the variability of weather patterns over time [see Rueda et al., 2016a]. In the cur-
rent Monte Carlo method, we have used the realization of the climate in 1979–2009, obtaining stationary
transition probability matrices. However, we could address long-term changes associated with global

Figure 10. Scatterplots of NC 3 TC 5 992 years of simulation of the nine variables (Hs, Tp, and D for SEA, NH, and SH components). Color
represents unimodal sea states (yellow, cyan, and magenta), bimodal sea states (red, green, and blue), and trimodal sea states (black).
Scales: H [0, 11 m], T [0, 25 s], D[0, 3608].
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climate model scenarios simply by changing the occurrence probability of weather types and the transition
probability matrices.

7. Summary and Conclusions

This paper presents a new climate-based model that stochastically simulates time series of multimodal
directional wave spectra. The model is based on a predictor-to-predictand synoptic regression-guided clas-
sification model that groups daily multimodal directional wave spectra according to similar atmospheric
conditions over the wave-generation regions, namely, daily weather types, which evolve following the time
dependence of the historical time series. The multimodal directional wave spectra are parameterized in
terms of Hs, Tp, and D for different wave systems (wind sea and swells from different geographical origins),
resulting in different sea-state types (unimodal or multimodal). Stationary extreme value models for the
marginals of Hs and Tp and the empirical distribution of D are applied for each wave system in each weather
type, and a Gaussian copula is used to account for the statistical dependence between the variables. Here
we have focused on a 9-D problem (Hs , Tp, and D for three wave systems: one wind sea and two swells), but
the method is scalable to arbitrary numbers of wave systems and variables due to the flexibility of the multi-
variate Gaussian copula. Nonstationarity (e.g., seasonality and interannual variability) is introduced in the
model through a time-dependent transition probability matrix for daily weather types.

We apply the model to a location of interest offshore of southern California, affected by local seas and
swells from the Northern and Southern Hemispheres. The model identifies the weather types related to spe-
cific unimodal, bimodal, or trimodal sea-state types and generates synthetic time series of multimodal wave
conditions. The multivariate model presented here accounts for the chronology associated with daily,
monthly, and annual scales of the sea states by means of a time-dependent Markov chain model.

Figure 11. (a) Historical (black) and simulated (colored) histograms of the nine variables (Hs, Tp, and D for SEA(yellow), NH(blue), and SH(magenta) components). (b) Monthly occurrence
probabilities of three sea states [(p101, SH 1 SEA), (p011, SH 1 NH), and (p111, SEA 1 NH 1 SH)]. The analysis is performed during the validation period 2000–2009.
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We believe that the newly developed model framework can help to characterize the stochastic behavior of
the time-dependent boundary conditions needed for coastal impact studies. The statistical downscaling
approach allows to expand the extent of sparse historic data sets and probabilistically model coastal flood-
ing and shoreline evolution across time periods ranging from hindcast to seasonal forecasting or climate-
change projections.
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